
Sustainability 
Strategy
Altruistiq is on a mission to drive positive change. 

Here is our road map for delivery.
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“Altruistiq helps some of the 
world’s largest companies 
improve the sustainability of 
their business. But this 
objective is no less relevant for 
companies at the start of their 
lifecycle - like Altruistiq itself.”

Saif Hameed CEO Altruistiq
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Our Mission
The science is clear, the world is in an 
unprecedented climate crisis. Climate change 
impacts every individual, company, city and 
nation, whilst disproportionally affecting the most 
vulnerable, amplifying global inequality. Climate 
change is the most urgent issue facing humanity 
today. The time to make bold and actionable 
commitments is now.



Altruistiq pledges to champion sustainability in 
our own operations and beyond. We are adamant 
on integrating sustainability throughout 
everything we do. This has been a priority since 
our inception a year ago and continues to be 
critical as we grow. We are committed to taking 
responsibility for the impact of our business whilst 
accelerating meaningful action to reduce our 
impact on the planet and its people. As a young 
and growing company we approach sustainability 
in a different way to our customers, who tend to be 
large corporations. Our commitments and 
roadmap for delivery reflect this approach.

Our sustainability strategy outlines our vision, 
what we want to achieve and how we will get 
there. As our company name suggests, altruism is 
at the heart of what we do. We are ready to take 
action and use our business to nurture a happier 
and healthier planet. 



Actions we have already taken

check-circle GHG baseline calculation

check-circle Offset all of our emissions (46 tCO2e)

check-circle
Outlined a strategy to maintain and 
develop a low carbon business
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Our Current 
Impact

ACTIVITY tCO2e % of total

Scope 1 0 0%

Scope 2 0 0%

Scope 3

Purchased Goods and Services 37 81.9%

Employee Commuting 5 10.1%

Upstream Leased Assets 3 5.7%

Business travel 1 2.3%

Our carbon footprint in 2021 was 46 tC02e. This 
table shows a high level breakdown of our 2021 
footprint, mapped against the GHG protocol scope 
structure which enables easy external data 
reporting in a recognised format.

Scope 1: Direct emissions from 

company-owned and/or controlled 

resources.


Scope 2: Indirect emissions from the 

generation of purchased energy. 

Scope 3: All remaining indirect 

emissions generated in your company 

value chain, upstream & downstream.

46tCO2e

Altruistiq’s 2021 carbon footprint
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Our Scope 3 emissions make up the entirety of our baseline 

because we do not own our office space. Therefore, Scope 1 

and Scope 2 emissions associated with this rented space are 

included in the Scope 3 category Upstream Leased Assets.



Our Framework
At the heart of Altruistiq lies a core set of values. 
These are the driving force behind our mission to 
improve Altruistiq's impact through our business 
and customers. 

Enriching the 
Earth
The direct environmental 
impact of our business.

Page 8

Empowering our 
Communities
The direct social impact on our 
employees and external 
communities.

Page 13

Enabling our 
Customers
The impact we have through 
influencing our customers’ 
decisions and businesses.

Page 18

Building Good 
Governance Page 6

Ensuring rigorous and credible management of 
our impact.
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Our 
Framework

Building Good 
Governance



Building Good Governance

The Why
Good governance underpins everything we do within 
our business. As a company, we want to be transparent 
and accountable. As a software, we want to be secure. 
By maintaining strong governance practices 
throughout the business, we ensure good 
management on the product we make, the people we 
affect, and the impact we have. 

The What

By end of 2022, Altruistiq will have submitted to become 
a registered B Corp and uses the B Corp legal and 
advisory frameworks to ensure high quality governance 
practices.

The Way
By the end of 2022:

Submitted B-corp baseline questionnaire

Identified areas to improve B-corp score and hit the 
necessary requirements

How We Measure
B Corp questionnaire score through submission by 
the end of 2022

When certified apply an ongoing refreshment of the 
certification every year
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Our 
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Building Good Governance



Our 
Framework

Enriching the 
Earth
If we're going to 'talk the talk', we have to 'walk the 
walk'. Although we recognise that as a small 
business our direct environmental impact is light, 
we believe that every little bit counts. In order to 
demonstrate that we value the planet, we want to 
operate within sustainable means and support 
positive environmental projects. 

Goals

Be a Carbon Neutral Company


Use 100% Renewable Energy


Establish a Green Office


Protect, Conserve, and Restore 
biodiversity 



Be a Carbon Neutral Company

The Why
Given we help our customers decarbonise their 
businesses to be more climate friendly, we believe we 
should do our own part as well. We want to lead the 
action, as well as guide it.

The What

By 2021, Altruistiq will be carbon neutral through  
carbon offsets.

By 2022, Altruistiq will have committed to SBTi’s SME 
framework, aligning to below 1.5°C of warming. As such, 
we will integrate a series of robust decarbonisation 
targets into our business strategy.  

Enriching the Earth

The Way
By the end of 2021:

Create a GHG baseline across all three emission 
scopes

Neutralise all of our emissions using offsets 

By the end of 2022:

Set science-based targets for SMEs in accordance 
with the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi)

Submit to CDP SME reporting framework

Have a refreshed baseline on a quarterly basis

Decarbonise 25% of our business

How We Measure
Altruistiq's own emissions data on our app

Absolute emissions and intensity emission reductions
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Our 
Framework

Enriching the Earth

Be a Carbon Neutral Company


Establish a Green Office


Protect, Conserve, and Restore 
biodiversity

Use 100% Renewable Energy


Enriching the Earth

The Why
As a software company, the majority of our emissions 
and environmental impact result from our energy 
usage across our value chain. We want to ensure that 
as our company and software grows, negative impacts 
on the earth do not. 

The What

By 2024, Altruistiq will be powered by 100% renewable 
energy including all our office locations (inc. home 
offices) and cloud systems. 

The Way
By the end of 2022:

Have 100% our offices powered by renewable energy - 
including WFH offices. 

Policy that transitions our employees to renewable 
energy within a few months of joining. 

By the end of 2024:

Have 100% of our cloud systems powered by 
renewable energy. 

Discover our consideration on the energy impact of cloud 
storage in our Data Ethics Policy. 

How We Measure
Dashboard or spreadsheet to keep track of: 

Proportion of office space on renewable energy

Proportion of employees on renewable energy

Proportion of cloud systems and other services 

Use 100% Renewable Energy
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Our 
Framework

Enriching the Earth

Be a Carbon Neutral Company


Use 100% Renewable Energy


Protect, Conserve, and Restore 
biodiversity 

Establish a Green Office


Enriching the Earth

The Why
In a world where the focus is often on carbon 
emissions, we believe that for businesses to be truly 
sustainable they have to consider all their 
environmental impacts. This includes considerations 
of waste generation, water usage, and more. 

The What

By 2024, we will have our office spaces be Platinum 
Green Office Certified by the Tufts Office of 
Sustainability. This includes setting up an 
Environmental Office Policy. For our remote offices, we 
will set up a Minimum Remote Office Standard. 

The Way
By the end of 2022:

Our office space will be at least Bronze Green Office 
Certified or greater. This requires having at least 60% of 
the criteria. 

We will set up an Environmental Office Policy. 

We will set up a Minimum Remote Office Standard as a 
list of minimum criteria that our co-working spaces for 
our remote workers have to meet. 

Ensure that all our current and upcoming remote 
employees work in offices that meet the minimum 
standard. 

How We Measure
The Green Office Certification provides a certification 
based on what percentage of criteria an office has set 
in place. We will measure our progress based on this 
figure. The minimum requirement to reach a 
certification is 60%. In order to achieve platinum, we 
will have 95% of the criteria. 

Establish a Green Office
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Our 
Framework

Enriching the Earth

Be a Carbon Neutral Company


Use 100% Renewable Energy


Establish a Green Office


Protect, Conserve, and Restore 
biodiversity

Enriching the Earth

The Why
In the age of extensive deforestation and monoculture 
agriculture, biodiverse ecosystems are in dire need of 
help. In alignment with the United Nations Decade on 
Ecosystems Restoration, we want to support and 
mobilise the protection, conservation, and restoration 
of biodiverse ecosystems. 

The What

By 2024, we will have incorporated biodiversity impact 
into our business through our platform, our office, and 
our culture. 

Protect, Conserve, 
and Restore 
biodiversity 

The Way
By the end of 2022:

Set up a series of biodiversity initiatives to increase 
knowledge and awareness within the company

Host our biannual off-sites at re-wilding and biodiversity 
projects

Have 33% of our carbon offsets supporting biodiversity 

Provide our new joiners with a biodiversity gift: a self-
sufficient terrarium 

By the end of 2023:

Integrate green space within the office through 
biophilic design or other means

Supply food products which support biodiverse 
ecosystems

Partner with a conservation or restoration initiative 
on enhancing city biodiversity 

How We Measure
Build an impact report consisting of: 

Each initiative and their respective integration 

Quantitative and qualitative progress with each initiative 

Biodiversity offsetting metrics 
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Our 
Framework

Empowering our 
Communities
We champion our employees and communities, 
leveraging their brilliance through support and 
education to extend our positive impact on the 
world. We are committed to continually improving 
our approach to people, ensuring that inclusivity, 
diversity and wellbeing are at the forefront of our 
agenda. 

Goals

Build a Happy and Healthy team 


Educate and Mobilise on 
Sustainability


Be Inclusive and Representative 


Build on our Altruistiq Culture



Build a Happy and Healthy team

The Why
Without a happy and engaged workforce, Altruistiq 
would not be what it is today. Therefore we strive to 
create a happy, safe, and supported working culture 
where employees can be the powerhouse behind the 
climate-driven work that we do. 

The What

From 2022, Altruistiq's Wellbeing Factor score will be 
+90%

From 2024, be a certified 100% Living Wage employer 
and engage with all our suppliers on becoming Living 
Wage certified. 

Empowering our Communities

The Way
By the end of 2022:

Establish, embed and develop our Health and Wellbeing 
program which will include mental and physical support  

Run a biannual happiness survey to measure our well-
being

Run a biannual company offsite gathering 

Implement fortnightly, quarterly and annual feedback 
sessions as well as randomised interactions with other 
colleagues

How We Measure
Wellbeing Factor percentage

100% Living Wage Certified

% of Altruistiq's suppliers who are Living Wage certified 
or credible equivalent
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Our 
Framework

Empowering our Communities

Build a Happy and Healthy team


Be Inclusive and Representative 


Build on our Altruistiq Culture

Educate and Mobilise on 
Sustainability


Educate and 
Mobilise on 
Sustainability
The Why
Education and mobilisation are critical drivers behind 
climate action. Altruistiq is committed to cultivating a 
team of sustainability thought leaders empowered to 
make informed sustainability decisions for ourselves 
and our customers. 

The What

From 2024, Altruistiq commits to achieving 80% 
employee engagement in the Altruistiq Academy

From 2024, Altruistiq will partner with 3x educational 
institutions on learning content to educate 
communities

Empowering our Communities

The Way
By the end of 2022 we will: 

Have an internal L&D plan and budget for employee 
education

Have 50% of employees engaging with Altruistiq 
Academy

Host quarterly sustainability workshops to empower and 
educate employees, and our wider community

One of these will be on how to create and establish a 
sustainability strategy for start up's and SME's

Create the first partnership with a university or academic 
learning institution

Be involved in >10 educational events to share 
knowledge around sustainability and technology 

How We Measure
Number of official partnerships fostered

% of employees engaging in the Academy and the 
monthly workshops

Number of workshops, forums, discussions hosted

Number of events the Altruistiq team has participated in 
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Our 
Framework

Empowering our Communities

Build a Happy and Healthy team


Educate and Mobilise on 
Sustainability


Build on our Altruistiq Culture

Be Inclusive and Representative 


Be Inclusive and 
Representative 
The Why
We know that true environmentalism is intersectional 
and we are committed to leading by example and 
reflecting these values in our internal and external 
work. We also recognise that Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion (DE&I) are key pillars to employee wellbeing. 

The What

By 2024, Altruistiq has no statistically significant 
difference in employee inclusion survey scores across 
demographics.  

From 2024, Altruistiq will champion DE&I in community 
engagement by supporting 15+ panel discussions, 
conferences and workshops 

Empowering our Communities The Way
By the end of 2022: 

Define and action a training programme to 
overcome recruitment biases

Have measured our baseline diversity and inclusion 
metrics through internal surveys

Have carried out an all employee anti-racist, ally-ship 
training program to remove bias from people and 
business decisions

Become a steward of Women in Technology through a 
partnership

Attended 3x open forums or workshops for DE&I 
discussions and speakers 

By the end of 2024:

Champion gender diversity by achieving 50% 
representation of women in leadership roles 

Initiate an internship program to provide 
underrepresented young adults an opportunity to gain 
experience in climate tech

How We Measure
Employee inclusion survey score

% of applicants from unrepresented groups in the 
recruitment process 

% of employee DE&I workshop and conference 
engagement 16



Our 
Framework

Empowering our Communities

Build a Happy and Healthy team


Educate and Mobilise on 
Sustainability


Be Inclusive and Representative 


Build on our Altruistiq Culture

Build on our Altruistiq Culture

The Why
At Altruistiq we realise that our impact extends beyond 
our business to other causes that benefit people and 
the planet. We are determined to accelerate activity in 
this space and foster our positive social impact by 
supporting community projects. 

The What

Altruistiq commits to ensuring 90% of employees spend 
at least 3 paid days a year volunteering

From 2024 Altruistiq will foster 3+ charitable 
partnerships 

Empowering our Communities

The Way
By the end of 2022 we will:

Offer three paid 'purpose' days a year to employees 
to engage in the wider climate community. One of 
these days will be a mandatory company run day. 
The other two will be up to the employee's 
discretion. 

By the end of 2024 we will:

Develop a percentage of our revenue before tax to 
donate to charitable initiatives each year

Employees will be able to apply for match-funding for 
team fundraising activities  

How We Measure
Number of paid purpose days taken

Number of official charitable partnerships 

Amount of charitable donations made
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Enabling our 
Customers 
We recognise that our greatest impact on the world 
should come through the change we enable with 
our customers. Using our software to empower and 
support our customers, we hope to accelerate the 
transition to sustainable operations and decision 
making.

Goals

Measure and Manage


Educate and Empower

Our 
Framework



Measure and Manage

The Why
Creating transparency around our customers' 
environmental impact and the efforts they have made 
to reduce this allows for more effective & sustainable 
decision making, as well as creating strong incentives 
for these decisions.

The What

By 2024, Altruistiq will be tracking over 10 MtCO2e of 
GHG emissions and identified opportunities for over 6 
MtCO2e in impact reductions for our customers

Enabling our Customers 

The Way
By the end of 2022:

Altruistiq will be tracking >2MtCO2e emissions for 
our customers

Altruistiq will have measured (and therefore certified) >10 
ktCO2e emissions reductions (vs. BAU cases) 

Altruistiq will have supported >5 companies in outlining 
Science Based Targets

How We Measure
Live dashboard showing the total emissions 
currently managed in the app

Split by years

Live dashboard showing the difference between a 
BAU growth scenario and actual emissions for 
customers with >1 year baseline in the app (i.e. 
measured reductions)

Live dashboard showing total impact currently 
managed in the app (to be designed in more detail 
as future metrics are chosen)
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Enabling our Customers 

Measure and Manage


Educate and Empower



Our 
Framework

Enabling our Customers 

Measure and Manage


Educate and Empower

Educate and Empower

The Why
Building environmentally sustainable businesses is a 
relatively nascent way of thinking, and so we feel it is 
important to support new sustainable business 
leaders in their and their business' learning journey.

The What

By 2024, Altruistiq will have >2,000 sustainability 
professionals using the platform and have supported 
>30 companies in setting Science Based Targets 

Enabling our Customers 

The Way
By the end of 2022:

Altruistiq will be supporting >5 customers in tracking 
their Ocean Plastic impact, alongside their emissions

Altruistiq Products will have >200 sustainability 
professionals who are monthly content readers (i.e. they 
consume Academy content, either standalone or via the 
platform)

How We Measure
Live dashboard with

Total number of users Altruistiq Academy + 
Altruistiq Platform

Monthly active users of Altruistiq Academy + 
Altruistiq Platform

Number of metrics included in the Altruistiq Platform
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Offset Portfolio 
Altruistiq has committed to neutralising all of its 
emissions through high integrity, quality assured 
removal offsets. 



Crucially, we were adamant to align our offset portfolio 
with our mission; to go beyond carbon mitigation to 
protect, restore and conserve biodiversity. 



As such, we have invested in offsets as a staple credit, 
meaning that for every tC02e we produce, we not only 
offset through immediate removal credits but we 
invest the equivalent amount into a UK based carbon 
mitigation and biodiversity initiative.

Quality Assurance 
It is vital to us that we support quality projects that 
generate the highest standard of carbon offset. 
Therefore, all of our offsets were subject to a 
rigorous auditing process. Specifically, we  
aligned with the International Carbon Reduction 
and Offsetting (ICROA) to ensure high quality 
measured emission reductions that provide 
additional and measured value to the 
communities in which they operate. 



Our offsets are registered on the IHS Markit 
Registry. They can be found under Altruistiq's legal 
name; Expanding Circle Ltd. 
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Location
Sustainable Forestry, 
Uruguay 

Project type
Agricultural, forestry and 
landscapes

Standard
Verified Carbon 
Standard 

Description
The project represents the conversion of land in 
the east of Uruguay previously under extensive 
grazing by beef cattle to high quality and high 
value timber production, expected to be used for 
long lived products and so ensuring continued 
carbon storage. Forests are re-planted after 
felling, providing continuous rotations of carbon 
capture. Planting is planned and laid out to 
protect habitat connectivity. Forestry is expected 
to employ more than twice as many people in the 
region as the displaced grazing. 

Location
Scottish Borders, nr. 
Moffat

Standard
Peatland Code, 
supported by the IUCN

Description
The Gameshope Loch project restores degraded 
peatland, a source of GHG emissions that 
currently is in excess of 23 million tonnes per year, 
around 5% of the UK’s total carbon footprint. Our 
support goes beyond carbon. By restoring the 
peatland, this project will not only reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from the degraded 
habitat, but will also allow the landscape to store 
more water and support a greater diversity of 
wildlife, including iconic species like the red-
grouse and hen harrier. 

UK based carbon mitigation and biodiversity project 

Gameshope Loch 
International Offset project

Forestal el Arriero
International Offset project

Forestal el Arriero
UK based carbon mitigation and biodiversity project 

Gameshope Loch 
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Updating on progress
We know actions speak louder than words and 

we'll continue to report our progress with our 
annual impact report. 
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